
 

Is the investment of Korean conglomerates inefficient? 
 

 The recent economic crisis in Korea has been blamed partly on inefficient 
major conglomerates. Although theoretically conglomerates may or may not be 
efficient, it is popular to attribute many economic illnesses to major conglomerates in 
Korea. This paper examines if Korean major conglomerates are indeed inefficient by 
examining their investments. Following Scharfstein (1998), this paper compares 
major conglomerates with the rest of the firms or stand-alone firms. Specifically, if 
major conglomerates are indeed inefficient, major conglomerates invest less in 
productive opportunities (high Tobin Q) and more in less productive opportunities 
(low Tobin Q) than the rest of the firms or stand-alone firms. This paper finds that 
major conglomerates invest inefficiently and therefore concludes that the recent 
reforms of major conglomerates in Korea are justified. 
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1. Introduction 

 Korea has recently begun to overhaul major conglomerates since they have 

been blamed for many of the economic illnesses in Korea. Theoretically, 

conglomerates may or may not be efficient. But Korea claims that they are 

inefficient anecdotally, and proceeds as if simply reforming major 

conglomerates will solve Korea’s current economic problems. This paper 

examines if major conglomerates are indeed inefficient by specifically 

examining their investment efficiency. 

 In certain circumstances, conglomerates can be efficient. First, in 

underdeveloped markets and under uncertainty of market information, firms may 

find it less costly to deal with affiliates within their own conglomerate than 

outside firms. Second, if there exist economies of scales in producing numerous 

different goods, firms may find it economical to produce all of them within a 

conglomerate. Third, because of poor financial markets in Korea, financial 

institutions do not have the ability to screen good and bad investments. 

Therefore, no matter how good a project may be, a firm may not be able to 

obtain outside funding unless it can provide some form of guarantee. 

Conglomerates, on the other hand, can fund these promising projects internally, 

and can achieve greater efficiency.  

 On the other hand, conglomerates can certainly cause inefficiency. First, the 

major shareholder of a conglomerate behaves as if he owns the whole 

conglomerate, and often pursues the interests of the conglomerate as a whole 

rather than each individual affiliate. Hence, the major shareholder often 

subsidizes unprofitable affiliates using funds from profitable affiliates. Namely, 

profitable investments may get reduced while unprofitable investments may get 
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boosted, which will lead to a less efficient conglomerate as a whole. Samsung 

Electronics, for example, wasted valuable earnings from semiconductors by 

funding Samsung Motors, which was later sold off to Renault at a loss. Second, 

the major shareholder may pursue his own interests over the interests of 

conglomerates. For example, major shareholders in Korea often transferred 

profits from the affiliate where they have smaller equity shares to the affiliate 

where they have larger equity shares.  Third, historically the government 

often implicitly or explicitly guaranteed conglomerates since they had great 

impact on Korean economy. This guarantee has caused moral hazard problems. 

Conglomerates often invested in risky inefficient projects and entered new 

markets because the government often bailed them out when their projects failed. 

When these risky projects failed and when their losses became too big to be 

bailed out, conglomerates became bankrupt as Hanbo Steel. Fourth, 

conglomerates have received the most favorable treatment from Korean financial 

institutions, and gained easy access to funds. Easy funds have often led to 

excessive investments which tended to be inefficient. Fifth, Korean corporate 

culture dictates that managers show absolute dedication to the major shareholder 

of the conglomerate rather than his own affiliated firm since the major 

shareholder of the conglomerate, not the affiliated firm, determines their 

promotion. Therefore, managers often sacrifice the interests of their own affiliate 

for the interest of the conglomerate or the major shareholder.  

 Recent reforms of conglomerates in Korea have mostly ignored the above 

advantages and disadvantages of conglomerates, and usually assumed that 

conglomerates are evil without much empirical evidence. This paper attempts to 

provide empirical evidence that major conglomerates are inefficient by 

examining their investment efficiency.  
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 This paper follows Scharfstein (1998) who compares diversified 

conglomerates with stand-alone industry peers. Comparing major conglomerates 

with the rest of the firms, this paper finds that major conglomerates invest too 

little in high Q industries and too much in low Q industries as in Scharfstein. 

Namely, major conglomerates do a poor job of allocating capital across affiliated 

firms. Unlike Scharfstein, however, this paper finds that larger, not smaller, 

affiliates of conglomerates invest more inefficiently. Furthermore, this paper 

finds that conglomerates invest less efficiently when the equity stakes by major 

shareholders are lower and leverage levels are lower. This paper provides 

empirical support for conglomerate reform in Korea.  

 Section 2 describes the data set. Section 3 presents empirical results. Finally, 

Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Data  

 This paper uses the data set from the Korea Information Service Financial 

Analysis System (KIS-FAS), which contains data on financial statements. We 

use non-financial firms that balanced accounts in December for the period of 

1996 through 1999 and were listed in the Korea Stock Exchange. My data set 

has 2008 observations: 504 observations for the 30 largest conglomerates, 1504 

observations for the rest of the firms and 251 observations for stand-alone firms.  

 This paper compares major conglomerates with the rest of the firms or 

stand-alone firms. Major conglomerates are defined as the 30 largest 

conglomerates because conglomerates in Korea often refer to the 30 largest 

conglomerates. This paper classifies the affiliates of the 30 largest conglomerates, 
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as designated in April of each year by Korea Fair Trade Commission 1 . 

Stand-alone firms are defined as firms without any affiliate firms. The rest of the 

firms include stand-alone firms and other minor conglomerates. 

 Firms are classified according to the two-digit level of Korea Standard 

Industry Classification, which have thirty-seven industries.2 When a two-digit 

level industry has less than two samples in major conglomerates’ affiliates, in 

the rest of the firms, or in stand-alone firms, the industry is omitted from the 

regression.  

 Investment is computed as a change of fixed assets plus depreciation.3 This 

paper uses cash flows from operating activities for cash flow. We calculate a 

variant of Tobin Q as the market value4 of the firm divided by the book value of 

its assets at the end of the previous year, following Scharfstein (1998) and 

Perfect-Wiles (1994). They show that adjustments for estimates of replacing cost 

of fixed assets and taxes do not make much difference. The market value of the 

firm is computed as the sum of the market value of equity plus the book value of 

total liabilities.5  

 Investment and cash flow are normalized by sales in previous years since 
                                                 
1 The list of the 30 largest conglomerates, the list of their affiliated firms and their total 
sales were obtained from the web site of Korea Fair Trade Commission, www.ftc.go.kr. 
2 Although Scharfstein (1998) argues that there can be horizontal as well as vertical 
connections between segments in different 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification 
code industries, this paper addresses the efficiency of conglomerates and therefore the 
connections would not present any problems in this paper. 
3 Using tangible assets plus intangible assets instead of fixed assets does not make a 
qualitative difference. 
4 The data on market value was obtained from the web site of Korea Stock Exchange, 
www.kse.or.kr. 
5 Korean bond markets are thinly traded. Namely, once bonds are issued, they are 
usually held until they mature. Therefore, it would be difficult to estimate market values 
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sales are more difficult to manipulate than assets. Table 1 presents basic 

statistics. Major conglomerates’ investment/sales ratio is substantially higher 

than that of the rest of the firms and that of stand-alone firms, while major 

conglomerates’ Q is lower than that of the rest of the firms and that of 

stand-alone firms. Table 1 already indicates that major conglomerates are 

investing substantially more than the rest of the firms and stand-alone firms 

while major conglomerates’ Q is lower. 

 To measure the value of investing in an industry, this paper calculates the 

median end-of-the-previous-year Q of all firms for two-digit level industries. 

This paper computes median industry Q for all firms instead of only stand-alone 

firms as in Scharfstein (1998). Scharfstein (1998) does not have data on market 

values for segments, and therefore computes median industry Q only for 

stand-alone firms. In other words, Scharfstein has to infer the value of investing 

for diversified segments from the value of investing for stand-alone firms since 

there exist no market values for diversified segments. Since this paper examines 

firm-level investment rather than segment-level investment, this paper can use 

data on market values for conglomerates’ affiliated firms, and therefore does not 

need to infer the value of investing for major conglomerates from the rest of the 

firms or stand-alone firms. 

 

3. Empirical Analysis  

 Scharfstein and Stein (1996) present a model where major conglomerates 

will practice a kind of “socialism” in capital budgeting: they underinvest in 

                                                                                                                                               
for bonds, and this paper simply uses book values instead. 
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divisions with relatively good investment opportunities and overinvest in 

divisions with relatively poor investment opportunities. Specifically, the 

marginal return to productive activity is lower in divisions with poor investment 

opportunities, which lead their managers to devote more time trying to capture 

corporate rents and perks for themselves. Headquarters try to induce these 

managers not to rent-seek by giving them an excessive capital budget. 

 Lamont (1997) shows that the oil shock in 1986 led diversified oil 

companies to cut investment in their non-oil divisions. Lamont shows that there 

exist internal subsidies in these oil conglomerates, but does not tell us whether 

these internal subsidies are efficient or not. If the divisions were investing 

inefficiently, the oil shocks would have reduced inefficient investments, which 

would have enhanced their efficiency. If the divisions were investing efficiently, 

on the other hand, the oil shocks would have reduced efficient investments, 

which would have reduced their efficiency.  

 Shin and Stulz (1997) show that investments of smaller segments are 

positively related to cash flow of other segments, while those of larger segments 

are not. This is another evidence for internal subsidization within conglomerates. 

They also point out that the internal subsidization may be inefficient since 

reductions in the cash flow of other segments do not reduce investments of lower 

Q segments more than those of high Q affiliates. Berger and Ofek (1995) show 

that over-investments in low Q segments lead to higher conglomerate discounts.  

 Scharfstein (1998) shows that divisions in high Q manufacturing industries 

tend to invest less than their stand-alone industry peers while divisions in low Q 

manufacturing industries tend to invest more than their stand-alone industry 

peers. He shows that this sort of “socialism” is more pronounced when divisions 

are smaller and when management has smaller equity stakes. 
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 Following Scharfstein (1998), this paper examines if investments of major 

conglomerates are inefficient by comparing with those of the rest of the firms or 

stand-alone firms. If major conglomerates were indeed inefficient, major 

conglomerates would invest less in good investment opportunities (high Q) and 

more in poor investment opportunities (low Q) than the rest of the firms or 

stand-alone firms. 

 Table 2 presents the following regression: 

 

  (I/S)c - (I/S)ROF = β0 +  β1 Industry  Q,       (1)  

 

where  (I/S)c = Investment/sales for major conglomerates,  

(I/S)ROF = median Investment/sales for the rest of the firms or 

stand-alone firms in the same two-digit industry, and 

Industry Q = median Q for all firms in the industry in December of 

the previous year. 

All regressions include year dummies and are corrected for heteroskedasticity. 

This paper drops any observations for which the residual is larger than three 

standard errors.  

 Table 2 shows that β1 is significantly negative, which implies that major 

conglomerates invest more in low industry Q investment and less in high 

industry Q investment than the rest of the firms or stand-alone firms. On average, 

major conglomerates invest 4% more than the rest of the firms and 7% more 

than stand-alone firms. Table 2 implies that major conglomerates with one 

standard deviation above the mean industry Q -- i.e. a Q of 1.096 as compared to 

0.971 -- invest 7.0% less than the average of the rest of the firms. On the other 
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hand, major conglomerates with one standard deviation below the mean industry 

Q -- i.e. a Q of 0.846 as compared to 0.971 -- invest 16.5% more than the 

average of the rest of the firms. Given that the average investment/sales for the 

rest of the firms is 13.5%, this indicates that major conglomerates in one 

standard deviation higher Q invest 51.9% less than the rest of the firms while 

major conglomerates in one standard deviation lower industry Q invest 122.2% 

more than the rest of the firms. Similarly, major conglomerates with one 

standard deviation above the mean industry Q invest 2.3% less than the average 

of stand-alone firms, while major conglomerates with one standard deviation 

below the mean industry Q invest 17.5% more than the average of stand-alone 

firms. Given that the average investment/sales for the rest of the firms is 9.6%, 

this indicates that major conglomerates in one standard deviation higher industry 

Q invest 24.0% less than stand-alone firms while major conglomerates in one 

standard deviation lower industry Q invest 182.3% more than stand-alone firms. 

 The first objection to the above interpretation can be that major 

conglomerates in low industry Q industries have better investment prospects 

than the median rest of the firm or stand-alone firm in the industry, and hence 

major conglomerates invest more in low industry Q industries than the rest of the 

firms or stand-alone firms. This is unlikely since Table 1 shows that Q is on 

average higher for the rest of the firms and stand-alone firms than major 

conglomerates. However, this paper includes cash flow differences between 

major conglomerates and the median of the rest of the firms or stand-alone firms 

in order to capture the relative performance of major conglomerates and the rest 

of the firms or stand-alone firms. This regression can also address different 

abilities to raise funds for investment. Table 2 shows that adding cash flow 

differences does not make a qualitative difference in the above result. 
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 The second objection can be that the negative coefficient is spurious. Since 

there exist more rest of the firms than major conglomerates, industry median Q’s 

are more likely to be drawn from the rest of the firms. Hence, the median 

investment/sales ratios for the rest of the firms are likely to be more correlated 

with industry median Q’s than a random firm, which may cause β1 in 

regression (1) to be negative. To address this issue, Table 3 regresses the 

following regression, throwing out the firm with median Industry Q:  

  (I/S)c = β0 +  β1 Industry Q,  

  (I/S)ROF = β2 +  β3 Industry Q. 

If β1 is less than β3, investment is sensitive to industry Q more for the rest of 

the firms than for major conglomerates, and therefore it implies that major 

conglomerates invest too much in low Q industries and too little in high Q 

industries. Table 3 shows that β1  is insignificantly positive and β3 is 

significantly positive, although they are insignificantly different. Therefore, 

Table 3 suggests that the inefficient investment by major conglomerates is not 

spurious. For stand-alone firms, β1  is significantly negative and β3 is 

significantly positive, which are significantly different from each other. Again, 

this suggests that the inefficient investment by major conglomerates is not 

spurious. 

 Table 3 also includes cash flow for each firm in the regression in order to 

control for firm specific differences in investment opportunities and differences 

in resources available for investment. They do not make much qualitative 

difference in the above result. 

 Table 4 examines if socialism depends on the relative size of the affiliates 

within the conglomerate. Larger affiliates may have more power within the 

conglomerate and therefore more influence on how to allocate resources within 
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the conglomerate. In this case, larger affiliates would invest more in low Q 

industries. On the other hand, there is less resource to subsidize larger affiliates 

since other affiliates have fewer resources available. In this case, larger affiliates 

would invest less in low Q industries. Table 4 includes the affiliate’s sales share 

in the conglomerates’ total sales and its interaction with industry Q. Table 4 

shows that the coefficient on the interaction term is negative (significantly 

negative only when comparing with stand-alone firms.) In other words, as the 

share of the affiliate’s sales increases, its investment becomes more negatively 

dependent on industry Q. Also, the coefficient on the sales share is positive 

(significantly positive only when comparing with stand-alone firms,) which 

suggests that larger affiliates invest more. Namely, contrary to what Scharfstein 

(1998) finds, socialism prevails in larger affiliates: larger affiliates invest less 

efficiently.  

 Table 4 also includes cash flow differences and their interaction with the 

sales share in the regression, but they do not make much difference in the above 

result. Since affiliates of major conglomerates are larger and large firms may be 

inefficient due to bureaucracy, they may appear to invest inefficiently. To 

control for the size effect, Table 4 also includes the natural log of sales and its 

interaction with Q. Yet, they do not make much difference in the above result. 

 The third objection could be that it is the rest of the firms or stand-alone 

firms, not major conglomerates that make wrong investment decisions. Korean 

stock markets are not as efficient as those of developed countries, and therefore 

the Korean stock market may systematically underestimate low Q investments 

and overestimate high Q investments. In other words, the rest of the firms or 

stand-alone firms in high Q industries may raise funds easily and over-invest 

while the rest of the firms or stand-alone firms in low Q industries may not be 
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able to raise enough funds and hence underinvest. Major conglomerates, on the 

other hand, can redistribute funds from high Q affiliates to low Q affiliates and 

hence can increase under-invested investments and decrease over-invested 

investments, which would increase the overall investment efficiency.  

 One way to check for the above possibility is to examine the major 

shareholder’s equity stakes, since higher equity stakes by the major shareholder 

would reduce agency problems between the headquarters and investors, as 

suggested by Scharfstein and Stein (1997). As the equity stake by the major 

shareholder becomes higher, it becomes more profitable for the major 

shareholder to invest efficiently, which reduces the incentive to subsidize other 

affiliates. Table 5 includes ownership variable and its interaction with Industry Q 

to the basic regression (1). Ownership variable used is the equity stake by the 

major shareholder, which is obtained from KIS-FAS data set. Using the equity 

stake by minor shareholder produces similar results and is omitted here. The 

mean and median of ownership variables are 21.82%, 20.2% for major 

conglomerates, 27.54%, 26.7% for the rest of the firms, and 26.84%, 26% for 

stand-alone firms.  

 Table 5 shows that the coefficient on Ownership×Industry Q is significantly 

positive. It implies that at low ownership levels, major conglomerates tend to 

invest more than the rest of the firms in low Q industries. Therefore, higher 

ownership affiliates would behave more efficiently than lower ownership 

affiliates, as implied by agency problems of Scharfstein and Stein (1997). This 

finding casts doubt on the view that it is the rest of the firms, not major 

conglomerates, that make wrong investment decisions, in which interpretation 

the equity stakes by major shareholder should have no effect or the opposite 

effect. Table 5 also shows that the coefficient on ownership variable is 
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significantly negative, which implies that higher ownership would reduce 

excessive investment. Adding cash flow differences do not make a qualitative 

difference. 

 A problem with the above results can be that ownership may be proxing for 

size since larger firms tend to have lower ownership percentages. Therefore, it  

is possible that investment by small firms is more sensitive to Q than investment 

by larger firms. To control for this effect, ownership is first regressed on market 

value of the firm, and the residual from the regression is used as ownership 

variables. Table 5 shows that using the residual ownership does not make much 

qualitative difference. Comparing with stand-alone firms also yield similar 

results. 

 Since larger conglomerates are highly leveraged, it is possible that 

investment by highly leveraged firms is less sensitive to Q than less leveraged 

firms. Hence, Table 6 adds leverages of firms and their interactions with 

Industry Q to the basic regression (1). Leverages are computed as a ratio of total 

liabilities over total assets in the previous year. Table 6 shows that comparing 

with the rest of the firms, the coefficients on leverages are significantly negative 

and the interaction terms are significantly positive. Namely, once conglomerates 

become more leveraged, they invest less but with more efficiency in the 

following year. With higher leverages, conglomerates may have been forced to 

focus more on efficiency, possibly due to the difficulty of raising additional 

funds. Therefore, this result casts doubt on the need to limit debt ratios of 

conglomerates to 200%. Coefficients on Industry Q are still significantly 

negative, and therefore the basic results still hold here. Comparing with 

stand-alone firms, however, produces insignificant results in Table 6, and hence 

Table 6 should be interpreted with caution. 
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4. Conclusion 

 Major conglomerates have been blamed for the Korean economic crisis of 

1997. This paper examines if major conglomerates are indeed inefficient in 

terms of investments they make. This paper presents a quantitative measure of 

how inefficient their investments have been, and shows that major 

conglomerates’ investments were substantially higher for less promising 

industries and lower for more promising industries. This paper concludes that 

current reforms of major conglomerates in Korea are mostly justified. 

 Another way to check if conglomerates are efficient is to examine 

conglomerates over time. If they are more efficient than stand-alone firms, they 

should thrive. My future research is to track conglomerates over time. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics 

 

   Mean   Median  Standard Deviation 

               

(1) Major Conglomerates (Number of Observations = 504) 

 
Q   0.983   0.931   0.282 

 
Investment/Sales 0.293   0.132   1.581 

 
  

(2) The Rest of the Firms (Number of Observations = 1504) 

 

Q   1.060   0.962   0.486  

Investment/Sales 0.135   0.081   0.405  

 
 
(3) Stand-Alone Firms (Number of Observations = 251)  
 
Q   1.090   0.978   0.550 

Investment/Sales  0.096   0.061   0.297 

 

(4) 

 
Median Industry Q  0.971  0.951  0.125  
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Table 2: Industry-Adjusted Investment vs. Industry Q 
 
(I/S)c - (I/S)ROF = β0 + β1 Industry Q + β2 ((Cash/Sales) c – (Cash/Sales)ROF) 
 
 

β0    β1   β2  Adjusted R2 

 
(1)  Comparing with the Rest of the Firms 
 

0.959***    -0.939***       0.302 
(0.270) (0.280)  
 
1.230***    -1.224***     0.198    0.312 
(0.291)  (0.303)   (0.106) 

 
 
(2) Comparing with Stand-Alone Firms 

 

0.847***   -0.794**     0.319 

(0.326)   (0.341) 

 

0.842**   -0.788**   -0.009   0.317 

(0.333)   (0.352)    (0.098) 

 

 

Year dummies are included in all regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. 
*** and ** indicate 1% and 5% significances respectively. 
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Table 3: Investment vs. Industry Q 
(I/S) = β0 +  β1 Industry Q +  β2 (Cash/Sales) 

β0   β1  β2  Adjusted R2 χ2 

(1) Comparing with the Rest of the Firms 
 

 Major conglomerates 
-0.103   0.281      0.293 

   (0.313)    (0.331) 
 
-0.023   0.174    0.297**  0.308   
(0.290) (0.309)  (0.140) 

 

 The Rest of the Firms 

-0.395** 0.523***    0.356  0.903 
(0.166) (0.178)  
 
-0.395** 0.510***  0.185***  0.364  1.354 
(0.162) (0.173)  (0.059) 

 
(2) Comparing with Stand-Alone Firms 

 
 Major Conglomerates 
0.795**  -0.684**     0.306 
(0.321)  (0.334) 
 
0.746 ** -0.652**  0.243*   0.318 
(0.317)  (0.329)  (0.143)  
 
 Stand-Alone Firms 
-0.425*   0.556*     0.318  6.243** 
(0.259)  (0.285) 
 
-0.414 0.546*  -0.048   0.316  6.016** 
(0.254) (0.280)  (0.107) 

 

χ2 tests the hypothesis that β1  is the same for major conglomerates and the 
rest of the firms or stand-alone firms. Year dummies are included in all 
regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate 10%, 5% 
and 1% significances respectively. 
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Table 4: Industry-Adjusted Investment vs. Industry Q with Sales 
Share 

 
(I/S)c - (I/S)ROF = β0 +  β1 Industry Q + β2 (Saleshare×Industry Q) + β3 Saleshare 
+β4((Cash/Sales) c - (Cash/Sales)ROF) +β5 (Saleshare×((Cash/Sales)c- 
(Cash/Sales)ROF)) +β6 (ln(Sales)×Industry Q)  +β7 ln(Sales) 
 
β0   β1      β2 β3             β4           β5    β6        

β7 

 

(1) Comparing with the Rest of the Firms 

 
Adjusted R2=0.300 

0.831*    -0.815*   -1.323    1.318   
(0.437)    (0.458)   (4.049)   (3.856) 
 
Adjusted R2 = 0.311 
1.183***  -1.183**   -0.776   0.796     0.273**  -0.485   
(0.458)    (0.479)   (4.482)   (4.277)    (0.115)  (0.674) 
 
Adjusted R2 = 0.312 
4.222    -4.637    -2.279   2.164     0.245**   -0.410   0.171    -0.151 
(4.290)  (4.493)    (5.032)  (4.774)    (0.115)     (0.672 )  (0.222)   (0.211) 
 

 
(2) Comparing with Stand-Alone Firms  

 
Adjusted R2 = 0.356 
0.207    -0.107    -8.406***  7.897***  
(0.397)   (0.413)   (2.979)   (2.867) 
 
Adjusted R2 = 0.353 
0.211    -0.112    -8.416***  7.908***   0.013      -0.020   
(0.403)   (0.421)   (3.093)   (2.957)   (0.126)     (0.670) 
 
Adjusted R2 = 0.351 
3.474    -3.641    -9.404***  8.817***    -0.006       0.035    0.178   -0.164   
(4.842 )  (5.014)   (3.409)   (3.249)   (0.130)      (0.686)   (0.250)  (0.242) 
 
Year dummies are included in all regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. * , ** 
and *** indicate 10% , 5% and 1% significances respectively. 
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Table 5: Industry-Adjusted Investment vs. Industry Q with 
Ownership 

 
(I/S)c - (I/S)ROF = β0 +  β1 Industry Q  +  β2 Ownership 
 + β3(Ownership×Industry Q)+ β4 ((Cash/Sales) c - (Cash/Sales)ROF) 

 

β0   β1  β2  β3      β4     Adjusted 
R2 

 
(1) Comparing with the Rest of the Firms 

 With Original Ownership 

2.136***  -2.169*** -5.715*  6.023*            0.293 
(0.736) (0.776)  (3.344)  (3.578) 
 
2.470***  -2.524*** -5.732*    6.057*   0.240**    0.308 
(0.750) (0.792)    (3.137)  (3.356)  (0.112) 
 

 With Residual Ownership 

1.096***  -1.087*** -4.233*  4.315*           0.312 
(0.251) (0.260)  (2.387)  (2.519) 
 
1.310***  -1.312*** -4.519**  4.642*  0.158     0.317 
(0.283) (0.294)  (2.297)  (2.426)  (0.105) 
 

(2) Comparing with Stand-Alone Firms 
 

 With Original Ownership 
2.364***  -2.419 *** -7.250***   7.729***      0.344 
(0.594)  (0.621)   (2.265)   (2.394) 
2.428***  -2.492*** -7.383***   7.868***  0.063      0.343 
(0.615)  (0.647)   (2.289)   (2.421)   (0.105) 
 
 With Residual Ownership 
0.922***  -0.878*** -6.635***   7.034***         0.334 
(0.323)  (0.336)   (2.194)   (2.306) 
0.933***  -0.893*** -6.726***   7.132***  0.025      0.333 
(0.329)  (0.345)   (2.216)   (2.335)   (0.106) 

 
Year dummies are included in all regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. 
*, ** and *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1% significances respectively. 
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Table 6: Industry-Adjusted Investment vs. Industry Q with Leverages 
 
(I/S)c - (I/S)ROF = β0 +  β1 Industry Q  +  β2 Leverage 
  + β3(Leverage×Industry Q)+ β4 ((Cash/Sales) c - 
(Cash/Sales)ROF) 
 

β0   β1  β2  β3      β4     Adjusted 
R2 

(1) Comparing with the Rest of the Firms 

8.485***  -8.895*** -10.279*** 10.898***       0.371 

(2.353)  (2.498)   (3.179)   (3.387) 

 

8.447***  -8.860*** -9.927*** 10.534***   0.155      0.376 
(2.373)  (2.519)   (3.202)   (3.411)   (0.103) 
 

 
(2) Comparing with Stand-Alone Firms 

 

-0.390   0.711    1.763   -2.119       0.336 

(1.026)  (1.079)   (1.360)   (1.440) 

 

-0.384   0.706    1.750   -2.106   -0.006    0.334 

(1.026)  (1.078)   (1.370)   (1.450)   (0.097) 

 

 
Year dummies are included in all regressions. Standard errors are in parentheses. 
*** indicates 1% significance.  
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